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“Zero   Trust   is   
knowing   that   you   
can   trust   that   the   
activity   you   are   
observing   is   all   
that   is   
transpiring.     

Further,   it   is     
the   confidence     
to   connect   that   
behavior   back     
to   entities   that   
you   have   
explicitly   
provisioned   
access   to   –   and   
no   more   –   and   
that   they   are   who   
or   what   they   
appear     
to   be.”   

Jason   Crabtree,   CEO   
QOMPLX,   Inc.   

  

  

  

Zero   Trust   for   Industrial   Environments   
Zero   Trust   assumes   that   some   attacks   will   be   successful,   but   that   rapid   
detection   will   limit   the   damage   they   cause,   increase   the   cost   to   adversaries,   
and   decrease   the   cost   for   victims.   

Increasing   replacement   of   OT   infrastructure   with   IT   systems   is   opening   new   
vulnerabilities   and   risks   that   are   pushing   security   and   risk   management   leaders   
to   update   security   approaches   and   strategies.     

QOMPLX   makes   Zero   Trust   reliable   

QCYBER   for   OT   lets   you   secure   critical   infrastructure   in   any   industrial   
environment   by   helping   to   create   an   accurate   asset   inventory   of   your   
technology   environment   and   ingesting,   analyzing,   and   auditing   all   of   your   data,   
including   activity   logs   created   by   your   firm's   IT   and   OT   assets.     

Our   QCYBER   for   OT   solution   is   a   combination   of   our   industry-leading    QSCAN ,   
Identity   Assurance ,   and    Privilege   Assurance    cybersecurity   software   that’s   been   
customized   for   Industrial   Environments :   

■ QCYBER   for   OT   monitors   the   logs   of   every   OT,   ICS,   and   IT   asset   on   
your   network   to   identify   unusual   behavior   and   provide   real   time   alerts   
to   your   administrators   on   suspicious   user   activity.   

■ QCYBER   for   OT   also   minimizes   the   “blast   radius”   of   an   intrusion   by   
giving   defenders   deep   visibility   into   privilege-   and   authentication   
events   in   their   network   that   may   indicate   an   emerging   attack   
or   compromise.   

■ And   our   QCYBER   suite   of   cloud-based   cybersecurity   solutions   can   
even   protect   federated   environments   with   detections   like   those   for   
Golden   SAML   attacks.     

In   this   guide,   “Zero   Trust   for   Industrial   Environments,”   we’ll   show   you   how   
QOMPLX’s   Identity   Assurance,   Privilege   Assurance,   QSCAN   solutions   can   help   
your   firm   implement   a   verifiable   Zero   Trust   architecture   for   your   industrial   
environment   reliably   and   quickly.   

Datasheet    How   to...   

QCYBER   for   OT    Get   actionable   insights   and   instant   visibility   into   the   
security   posture   of   your   firm’s   IT,   OT,   and   ICS   assets,   
including   unified   data   for   log   analysis.   

QSCAN    View   your   external   security   posture.   

Identity   Assurance    Detect   and   rapidly   respond   to   credential   forgeries   in   
real   time.   

Privilege   Assurance    Spot   and   stop   over-privileged   users   poised   to   harm   
your   OT   and   IT   assets.   

https://qomplx.com/cyber/scan/
https://qomplx.com/cyber/identity/
https://qomplx.com/cyber/privilege/


Datasheet  

Operational   Technology  
Secure   every   industrial   control   with   QOMPLX  

Attackers   who   often   have   little   or   no   expertise   with   Operational   Technology   OT   and   Industrial   Control   
Systems   ICS   systems   can   cause   serious   or   catastrophic   damage   in   an   operational   environment   by   
taking   advantage   of   connected   infrastructure.   In   many   recent   major   attacks,   the   IT   network   is   
compromised   and   consequently   the   OT/ICS   is   compromised,   forcing   OT   operators   to   shut   down   or   
otherwise   disrupt   operations,   often   at   a   steep   cost.   Real-world   kinetic   consequences   include   economic  
and   reputational   harm   to   the   OT/ICS   asset   owners   and   its   immediate   stakeholders,   reputational   harm   to  
the   specific   industry,   interruptions   to   the   supply   chain,   and   geopolitical   tensions.   

Challenge  
Access   to   operational   data   and   insights   has   become   essential   to   OT   and   ICS   asset   owners.   Applications  
and   services   between   IT   and   OT   networks   have   appeared,   effectively   dissolving   what   were   
aspirationally   known   as   “air   gaps”.    Traditional   OT/ICS   networks   have   become   more   “familiar''   to   common   
threat   actors   due   to   the   consolidation   of   OT/ICS   equipment   on   IP-enabled   networking   technology.  
This   allows   threat   actors’   commonplace   offensive   tooling   and   tradecraft   to   be   applied   to   once   unfamiliar  
OT/ICS   networks.  

Long-lived   OT/ICS   networks   and   legacy   investments   create   networks   which   have   a   lifecycle   measured  
in   decades.   Many   asset   owners   lack   fundamental   information   about   their   OT/ICS   networks   such   as   
accurate   inventories   of   hardware   and   software,   logs,   and   patch   management   information,   all   of   which   
are   essential   to   network   defense   and   incident   response.   

No   down   time  

The   merger   of   IT   and   OT   creates   a   number   of   security   challenges,   including   maintaining   consistent   
availability   and   metering   of   their   products   or   services.   These   goals,   often   specified   in   conjunction   with  
regulators   or   enterprise   customers,   have   driven   their   organizational   strategies.   

Availability   of   service   is   consistent   with   QOMPLX’s   approach   to   cybersecurity:   namely   that   security   is   a   
subset   of   reliability.   In   our   view,   reliability   means   meeting   the   established   standards   of    Confidentiality,   
Integrity ,   and    Availability    of   data.   For   OT/ICS   operators   this   means   properly   securing   connected   
infrastructure   against   cyber   threat   actors   so   that   incursions   or   breaches   minimize   impacts.   
Unfortunately,   defenders   are   often   hampered   in   practice    by   obsolete   operating   systems   and   protocols,  
unpatched   applications   (including   applications   that   cannot   and   should   not   be   patched   without   careful   
testing   and   coordination   with   manufacturers   or   safety   organizations),   and   dated   components.   

Invisible   assets  

Added   to   those   challenges   is   visibility.   Organizations   with   a   mixture   of   IT   and   OT   assets   often   have   
insufficient   visibility   of   what   is   on   their   network   and   use   patterns   around   those   assets.   The   increased  
use   of   technologies   like   VPN   (virtual   private   network)   and   RDP   (remote   desktop   protocol)   has   
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connected   previously   isolated   OT   systems   to   the   Internet,   but   many   are   still   invisibile   to   traditional    
IT   asset   management   programs   and   tools.   Dashboards   accessible   via   web   interfaces   or   even   mobile  
applications   have   made   OT   environments   easier   to   manage,   but   also   left   them   highly   vulnerable   to   
remote   cyber   attacks.   

Regulatory   compliance  

Finally,   governments   and   industries   around   the   world   are   demanding   more   of   public   and   private   sector   
organizations   that   manage   critical   infrastructure.   In   the   United   States,   for   example,   the   National   Institute  
of   Standards   and   Technology   NIST   has   published    cybersecurity   guidelines   for   critical   infrastructure   
since   2016.   More   recently,   an    Executive   Order   on   cybersecurity    is   refocusing   U.S.   government   efforts   on  
priorities   like   “zero   trust”   networking,   information   sharing,   resilience   and   incident   response.   Elsewhere,   
the    EU   Cybersecurity   Strategy    seeks   to   increase   cyber   resilience   of   critical   sectors   across   the   EU.     

Solution 

Figure   1   How   QCYBER   for   OT   is   implemented   across   OT   and   IT   networks  
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QOMPLX’s   technology,   QCYBER   for   OT,   helps   you   secure   critical   infrastructure   by   helping   to   create  
an   accurate   full   asset   inventory   of   your   technology   environment   and   by   ingesting,   analyzing,   and   
auditing   all   of   your   data   including   activity   logs   created   by   your   firm's   IT   and   OT   assets.   We   monitor   
these   logs   to   identify   unusual   behaviour   and   can   provide   real-time   alerts   to   administrators   on   
suspicious   user   behaviors.     

Asset   Inventory    –   this   would   be   the   first   or   near   first   valuable   information   gathered   from   passive   and   
active   network   scanning   techniques.   Including   IP   addresses   and   open   OT/ICS   protocol   specific   ports   –  
advanced   scanning   that   would   allow   the   collection   of   device   and   port   specific   information.   

Benefits   and   Key   Features  

With   QOMPLX’s   cloud-based   QCYBER   for   OT   cybersecurity   software,   clients   get   full   access   to   our   
SCAN,   Identity   Assurance,   and   Privilege   Assurance   software.   Uniquely,   our   QCYBER   for   OT   validates  
both   ticket   and   token   authentication   protocols   using   our   proprietary   features.   

  ©   QOMPLX,   Inc.   2021.   All   Rights   Reserved. 

Benefits   QCYBER   for  
OT   Solution   Key   Features  

Detect   and   rapidly   
respond   to   credential  
forgeries   and   
suspiciously   
over-privileged   users   
poised   to   harm   your   
OT   and   IT   systems   

Identity  
Assurance  

QOMPLX’s   Identity   Assurance   detects   catastrophic   cyber  
attacks   to   your   cloud-based   and   server-based   Identity   
Providers   by   verifying,   in   real-time,   that   each   user   is   who   
they   say   they   are.     

■ Proven   detections   against   common
identity-based   attacks   and   other   techniques   used
in   ransomware   and   other   high-profile   breaches

Privilege  
Assurance  

QOMPLX’s   Privilege   Assurance   shows   you   all   potential  
attack   paths   and   weaknesses   in   your   infrastructure.     

■ Ongoing   visibility   into   threats   against   Active
Directory,   including   data   exploration   and
visualization   via   Graph   View,   Privilege   Assurance’s
industry-leading   solution   for   understanding   the
potential   or   actual   blast   radius   of   a   breach

■ Using   advanced   diagnostics   will   uncover   the   most
important   actions   needed   to   improve   Active
Directory   security   and   protect   against   a   breach.
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Ready   to   learn   more   about    QOMPLXCYBER   for   OT ?   Contact   us   today. 
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View   your   external  
security   posture   

QSCAN  

QSCAN   uses   open-source   intelligence   (“OSINT”)   
collection   and   analysis   techniques   to   look   for   high-risk  
signals   that   are   valuable   to   attackers.     

■ An   external   and   internal   risk   assessments   and
vulnerability   scans   that   shows   which   weaknesses
a   threat   actor   could   exploit;

■ On-demand   executive   security   experts   ready
to   provide   guidance.

Clear   insight   and   
visibility   into   systems  
security     

Unified   data   enables  
log   analysis   on   and   
across   every   system  

QOMPLXOS  

QOMPLXOS   solves   the   disparate   data   problem     
including   logs   by   providing   an   evergreen   &   singular  
view   of   all   your   available   data.   

■ A   scalable   solution   that   consistently   and   rapidly
ingests   and   transforms   different   formats   of   data
(sensor-based,   structured   batch   data,   or   free
text).

■ Our   pipelines   that   can   schematize   high-volume
unstructured   data,   integrating   with   unique
platform   analytics   components.

+1   (703)   995-4199 info@QOMPLX.com  www.QOMPLX.com  

Why   QOMPLX ®

QOMPLX   is   the   cloud-native   leader   in   risk   analytics.   We   help   organizations   around   the   world   make  
intelligent   business   decisions   and   better   manage   risk   through   our   advanced,   proprietary   risk   cloud.   
We   are   the   leaders   at   rapidly   ingesting,   transforming,   and   contextualizing   large,   complex,   and  
disparate   data   sources   through   our   data   factory   in   order   to   help   organizations   better   quantify,   
model,   and   predict   risk   in   areas   including   cybersecurity,   insurance,   and   finance.   For   more   
information,   visit    qomplx.com    and   follow   us   @QOMPLX.   
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Q:SCAN 
Score your external security posture 

Present the very best version of yourself to the internet 
Your organization uses the internet to conduct all kinds of business. You have public websites, email 
servers, infrastructure, and business applications, running in your own data centers, in the cloud, and on 
partner platforms. You have people—lots of people—working in their professional capacities but also 
living their lives outside of work. This unique mix of public and private resources all produce signals that 
attackers seek to understand and exploit, and that customers use to judge the health of your security 
program. 

Nothing invites theft like a broken window. How you appear to others sends powerful signals about how 
you should be treated. With internet security as with life, appearances matter. And the consequences 
can be severe: cyber criminals are continually seeking to steal data, damage reputations, and extort 
ransoms. But even the most opportunistic digital thief knows basic economics: rattle doorknobs to find 
houses to rob. Look for signals that suggest poor habits. Survey targets to find the easiest ways in. 

Solution 
Q:SCAN is a new way for your cybersecurity team to see your organization’s security the way outsiders 
see it. Q:SCAN uses open-source intelligence (“OSINT”) collection and analysis techniques to look for 
high-risk signals that are valuable to attackers. Q:SCAN can be used all by itself, or it can complement 
the vulnerability scanning tools you are already using. 

Q:SCAN passively scans your internet domains to identify key risk signals that can indicate your 
organization may have a poor security posture. Q:SCAN detects misconfigured or missing email security 
settings, inadequate use of cryptography, exposed Internet services and other key signals of poor 
domain health. To provide advanced analytics, Q:SCAN also checks a range of public and proprietary 
databases including lists of data breaches breaches, historical cyber events, IP reputation databases, 
disclosed vulnerabilities, cyber attack tools and known threat actors. 

To help your organization understand how it can improve its public security posture, Q:SCAN organizes 
key cyber risk signals by categories including technical security, configuration, data and information 
management, process and activity, and documentation. Q:SCAN creates an overall risk score for your 
organization using the familiar metaphor of a “credit score,” with scores ranging from zero to 850. 

Q:SCAN runs on demand or on a schedule of your choosing, delivering it to you by email alert after each 
scan or when your scores change. To help you take action, QOMPLX experts are available to provide 
guidance and recommendations whenever you need it. 

© QOMPLX, Inc. 2021. All Rights Reserved. 7



Benefits 

Key Features 

Q:SCAN’s key features include: 

■ Detailed risk exposure alerts. Q:SCAN alerts you on external exposures including data breach
citations, presence on IP reputation lists, observed malware databases, externally observable
vulnerabilities and exposed ports.

■ Periodic reporting for on-going risk assessment and trend analysis. Q:SCAN provides
high-resolution visualization of your organization’s external security posture. Reports run
on-demand or on a schedule you choose.

■ Granular access control management. Q:SCAN’s role-based access control (RBAC) secures
access to configurations and scan data, and optionally integrates with your organization’s
Single-Sign-On (SSO) system via SAML 2.0.

Without Q:SCAN  With Q:SCAN 

Your organization has poor visibility into how 
attackers see your organization. 

Q:SCAN analyzes high-risk signals that attackers 
may seek to exploit. You have complete control 
over which domains to scan. 

Your vulnerability scanning tools don’t give you 
the full picture. 

Q:SCAN looks at a wide range of public and 
proprietary databases to provide advanced 
analytics that identify whether your company or 
its employees have been cited in breaches, cyber 
events or IP address reputation lists. 

You spend too much time fending off questions 
from customers about your security program. 

Q:SCAN helps you get ahead of customers’ 
third-party risk management teams by identifying 
external weaknesses, reducing the time and 
money your staff needs to spend on inquiries. 

Your organization’s reputation is damaged by 
third-party reports that attribute risks to assets 
you do not own. 

Q:SCAN offers an accurate analysis of your 
internet-facing presence by scanning assets 
linked to your domain. Q:SCAN does not guess 
what assets “might” belong to your organization. 

© QOMPLX, Inc. 2021. All Rights Reserved. 8



■ Convenient API access. Q:SCAN’s secure RESTful API allows engineers to initiate scans, query
status and to download data and reports, enabling you to integrate Q:SCAN into your security
monitoring systems and reporting.

■ Attack Surface Monitoring. Discover, map, monitor, and report your global Internet-facing
attack surface.

Ready to learn more about Q:Scan? Contact us today.

+1 (703) 995-4199 info@QOMPLX.com www.QOMPLX.com 

Why QOMPLX®

QOMPLX is the cloud-native leader in risk analytics. We help organizations make intelligent 
business decisions and better manage risk through our advanced, proprietary analytics platform. 
We are the leaders at rapidly ingesting, transforming, and contextualizing large, complex, and 
disparate data sources through our data factory, in order to help organizations better quantify, 
model, and predict risk in areas like cyber security, insurance, and finance. QOMPLX is 
headquartered in Tysons, VA with offices in New York, Denver, London, Cambridge, Oxford, and 
Montevideo. More information about QOMPLX can be found at www.qomplx.com.

© QOMPLX, Inc. 2021. All Rights Reserved. 9
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Datasheet

Worried about identity security?
Protect your critical data on site and in the cloud

Authentication is the most important technology control because identity is fundamental to your
organization’s activities. Attackers abuse your organization’s critical control infrastructure to create
fraudulent credentials and gain administrative privileges while hiding their tracks.

Data breaches cost companies an average of $3.86 million, according to the IBM’s 2020 Cost of a Data
Breach report. And, the companies in the report said the timeline to identify and contain breaches was
280 days. QOMPLX can help protect your business and your reputation from damage.

Challenge
In a world where thousands of data breaches can cause trillions of dollars in damage, you need
software that can detect and prevent a catastrophic data breach against your own organization, both on
your servers and in your Cloud. We can protect you.

Authentication is the single most important technology control because identity is fundamental to your
organization’s operations and security program. That’s because all IT general controls — including
authorization, entitlement management, change management, incident management, software lifecycle,
and business continuity — depend on it.

Risk is a consequence of dependence — everything depends on authentication.

Solution
QOMPLX’s Identity Assurance has historically been the foremost line of defense against Golden Ticket
and Kerberos attacks. Identity Assurance’s new capabilities bring detection, safety, and security to
companies’ cloud applications.

QOMPLX’s Identity Assurance software has offered patented detections for Golden Tickets by
externally validating the underlying Kerberos protocol and making it stateful. Building on this success,
we’ve now patented and are now offering detections for attacks to cloud authentication, like SAML
assertion forgeries.

Enterprises authenticate their employees, customers, and partners before authorizing them to access
systems, processes, and data. QOMPLX’s Identity Assurance provides solutions for both the Cloud and
on-premises servers by validating that each user who requests access is who they say they are, 100%
of the time1. Identity Assurance disrupts attacks by detecting the techniques common to all large-scale
breaches, including credential forgery and privilege escalation.

1Deterministic detections, when properly configured.

© QOMPLX, Inc. 2021. All Rights Reserved. 10



Cloud and third-party applications rely on Active Directory (AD credentials to permit single-sign-on.
Unfortunately, bad actors regularly attack both on-premises targets like AD and related critical control
infrastructure. Like the $1.4 billion Equifax breach in 2017, most catastrophic data breaches of the past
decade follow a similar playbook:

Key features
QOMPLX’s Identity Assurance solution ensures that all Active Directory (AD domain controllers and
cloud identity providers (IdPs) correctly verify each authentication transaction and implement the
correct protocol, whether that’s the Kerberos protocol or the SAML protocol.

Unlike our competitors, QOMPLX’s Identity Assurance software validates the authentication protocol itself
without resorting to time-delayed “rule of thumb” heuristics. It also detects catastrophic cyber attacks in
near real time without false positives and filters the most relevant data to your security operations team.
Features include:

■ Attack Detection Templates: Use QOMPLX’s pre-built templates, aligned with the MITRE
ATT&CK framework, to detect and alert on common Kerberos and SAML attack techniques
including pass-the-hash, pass-the-ticket, overpass-the-hash, skeleton key, and kerberoasting.

■ Advanced Detections: Detect and alert on advanced Kerberos attacks including Silver Ticket,
Golden Ticket attacks, DCSync, and DCShadow — with the industries’ most accurate detections
and stateful Kerberos protocol validation tools.

■ Administrator Console: Verify that your enterprise’s most important control is working as
designed, with real time updates. Take action using built-in incident management tools.

■ Asset Discovery: Identify all Active Directory (AD and Active Directory Federated Services
ADFS domain controllers on your network, not just those in your inventory. Ensure that your
asset inventory is complete and up-to-date.

■ Connectors: Using QOMPLX’s 50 connectors, ingest, parse and normalize additional
contextual data from popular sources including Windows Event Logs. Send resultant alerts
to external log management or SIEM products.

© QOMPLX, Inc. 2021. All Rights Reserved. 11



Benefits
When attackers compromise authentication, the organization is compromised catastrophically. All other
IT general controls are also compromised. To stop attacks before they damage your organization,
QOMPLX’s Identity Assurance helps you:

■ Secure Active Directory: Address a top CISO and CIO priority— strengthening your Active
Directory and cloud Identity providers (IdPs) against attack.

■ Detect Attacks: Detect stealthy attacks on Active Directory and Kerberos including Golden and
Silver Ticket and Kerberoasting, password spraying, pass the ticket, pass the hash, ntds.dit
extraction, domain enumeration, LDAP reconnaissance, DCSync, DC Shadow, skeleton key.

■ Shorten Dwell Time: Shorten attacker’s dwell time with timely detection in minutes or hours
rather than weeks or months.

■ Enhance the Value of Existing Security Tools: Reduce the load on your existing security tools
including log management, security and incident management, and endpoint detection,

■ Maintain Control: Ensure that your most important IT general control — authentication —
operates with integrity.

Ready to learn more about QOMPLX’s Identity Assurance options? Contact us today.

+1-703-995-4199 info@QOMPLX.com www.QOMPLX.com

Why QOMPLX®

QOMPLX is the cloud-native leader in risk analytics. We help organizations make intelligent 
business decisions and better manage risk through our advanced, proprietary analytics platform. 
We are the leaders at rapidly ingesting, transforming, and contextualizing large, complex, and 
disparate data sources through our data factory, in order to help organizations better quantify, 
model, and predict risk in areas like cyber security, insurance, and finance. QOMPLX is 
headquartered in Tysons, VA with offices in New York, Denver, London, Cambridge, Oxford, and 
Montevideo. More information about QOMPLX can be found at www.qomplx.com.

© QOMPLX, Inc. 2021. All Rights Reserved. 12
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Privilege Assurance for 
Microsoft Active Directory 
Protect the heart of your Windows domain network

Since its release in 2000, Microsoft’s Active Directory (AD) has become critical infrastructure for most 
enterprises. Nearly 95% of all enterprises use Microsoft’s Windows domain networks and the beating 
heart of these domains is Active Directory.  1

Active Directory is not just a directory. Of course, it is a white-pages directory that lists employees, 
groups, and managerial relationships. And it is an authentication provider for accounts logins. But it is 
also a lightweight configuration management database (CMDB) for Windows resources, keeping track 
of users, hardware, and applications. And finally, it is also a policy enforcement point that implements 
trust boundaries and enterprise security policies for endpoint devices and software. Because it does all 
of these things, in one place, it is a tempting target for attackers.  

Which is why it comes as no surprise that over 80% of recent headline-grabbing attacks have 
involved breaking into Active Directory.  As Ed Amoroso, former CISO of AT&T and CEO of the global 2

cybersecurity consultancy TAG Cyber, cautioned in 2019,  

“When really good hackers break into your perimeter, when they get in the enterprise, they don’t walk, 
but they run to your Active Directory, because it provides a map of your entire network.”   3

The consequences of a catastrophic data breach are severe. But the damage from an Active Directory 
attack extends beyond the breach. It weakens the assurances CISOs provide to their regulators, 
customers and partners. That’s because Active Directory provides authentication for employees—a 
crucial IT General Control. When authentication is compromised, the integrity of the entire security 
program is compromised as well. 

Attack Path Scenario: 

1 Frost & Sullivan. “Active Directory Holds the Keys to your Kingdom, but is it Secure?” March 2020.  
2 Zonic Group. “ Defending Active Directory.” 2017. 
3 Ibid. 
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Avoid an AD Disaster 

What Top CISOs Know About Protecting Active Directory 

For many years, Active Directory flew beneath the radar of the CISOs attention. But in the past decade, 
Active Directory’s central role in enterprises was instrumental in fueling a wave of devastating 
ransomware campaigns such as WannaCry and NotPetya: 

Maersk: The NotPetya ransomware campaign hit the Netherlands-based global 
shipping company Maersk and destroyed every Windows asset connected to the 
network, costing Maersk over $300-million.   4

Merck: A crippling attack on Active Directory at U.S. pharmaceutical giant Merck 
resulted in drug shortages and the loss of over $1-billion in sales.  5

In a recent analysis  of over 250,000 endpoint devices from enterprises ranging from mid-sized firms to 6

large enterprises: 

■ Every single corporate network showed evidence of a targeted intrusion,

■ 34% of the threat activities identified involved lateral movement activity, and

■ Nearly 10% of all targeted intrusions consisted of “Kerberoasting,” an attack method that
allows an attacker to crack the passwords of service accounts in Active Directory offline
and without fear of detection.

Yet, even as the threat increases, Active Directory remains too large and complex for Microsoft to 
secure on its own: 

For most enterprises, Active Directory is aging, underfunded and complex. Enterprises find it 
challenging to stop attackers from exploiting Active Directory, because it needs to be open in 
order to work, and the ways to configure (and mis-configure) it are endless. 

Microsoft cannot be trusted to provide a solution. As Roi Abutbul, co-founder and CEO of 
Javelin Networks explained in 2019: 

“Microsoft, at the end of the day, is not a security company: most of their efforts are focused on 
operational management. Their security solutions are not available today in the market to 
prevent hackers from stealing domain credentials or from querying and learning about the 
environment using Active Directory manipulations.”  7

4 A.P. Møller - Mærsk A/S. “Interim Report Q2 2017”.” August 2017. 
5 Bloomberg. “Merck Cyberattack’s $1.3 Billion Question” Was It an Act of War?” December 2019.  
6 APNIC. “New Generation of Attacks Targeting Active Directory Can be Mitigated”. 2019. 
7 Zonic Group. “ Defending Active Directory.” 2017. 
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Secure Your Success 

Protect Active Directory with QOMPLX Privilege Assurance . 

Implementing comprehensive, reliable, and real-time privilege assurance is the single most critical step 
you can take to protect your Active Directory environment: QOMPLX Privilege Assurance is the solution. 

QOMPLX Privilege Assurance accurately identifies weaknesses in your Active Directory environment, 
spotlights accounts that pose a risk to your organization, and immediately alerts you to concentrated 
pockets of privileges that malicious actors could exploit. 

Instant Implementation: QOMPLX Privilege Assurance includes an Active Directory analysis 
function (built into the Q:Cyber platform) that’s delivered via an agent and is installed on a 
single domain controller in each of the domains inside of a forest.  

That means it takes just minutes to install QOMPLX Privilege Assurance, map even the most 
complex, multi-forest AD environments, and illuminate the pathways that attackers may take to 
your organization’s most sensitive and valuable assets. 

World-Class Performance: With QOMPLX Privilege Assurance, its intuitive design and 
easy-to-use features makes managing your Active Directory security simple. Key features 
include: 

Effortless Administration  Powerful Analytics 

■ Identify over-privileged accounts, such
as non-administrator accounts, with
rights to add computers to a domain and
other excessive non-admin permissions.

■ Review password-policy compliance on
all accounts, flagging accounts out of
policy based on the age of the account
password, and identify admin. account
passwords with no expiration date.

■ Identify stale accounts and machines
without successful log-ins during a
custom time period.

■ Find end-of-life assets, such as
machines running an operating system
that’s no longer supported and can no
longer be patched or updated.

■ Create analytics for your specific
cybersecurity risk management
program.

■ Capture critical forensic data on your
Active Directory environment for
investigations and audits.

■ Provide board-level risk metrics that go
beyond simple measures of activities.

■ Visualize blast radius, lateral movement
pathways, and attack vectors for
hardening your Active Directory security
and incident response operations.

■ Identify and monitor accounts in close
proximity to (“one hop away from”)
sensitive domain administrator
accounts.
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Don’t Accept Defeat. Or Delay. 

Defend Your Active Directory with QOMPLX Privilege Assurance 

With all the new techniques that exist for attacking Active Directory, it’s time to stop thinking about 
what you’ll do if someone attacks your Active Directory environment, and time to start building your 
defenses.  

From the minute you install QOMPLX Privilege Assurance, the benefits are immediate: 

Executive 
Insights 

Instant visibility into critical cyber risks that your Board should know about, 
such as external hygiene exposures or outdated, unpatchable systems. 

Management 
Made Easy 

Better identify and manage over-privileged accounts and groups with high 
privilege concentration.  

Better Cyber 
Hygiene 

Rapid improvements to your security posture  by identifying and removing 
unpatched and exposed systems.  

Meaningful 
Metrics 

Monitor for security problems with cyber-risk metrics that give you visibility 
into assets, threats, and risks to your business. 

Ready to learn more about QOMPLX Privilege Assurance? Contact us today.

+1 (703) 995-4199 info@QOMPLX.com www.QOMPLX.com 

Why QOMPLX®

QOMPLX is the cloud-native leader in risk analytics. We help organizations make intelligent 
business decisions and better manage risk through our advanced, proprietary analytics platform. 
We are the leaders at rapidly ingesting, transforming, and contextualizing large, complex, and 
disparate data sources through our data factory, in order to help organizations better quantify, 
model, and predict risk in areas like cyber security, insurance, and finance. QOMPLX is 
headquartered in Tysons, VA with offices in New York, Denver, London, Cambridge, Oxford, and 
Montevideo. More information about QOMPLX can be found at www.qomplx.com.
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